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The case is fixed
today for necessary
Order.

This bail application
has been filed
u/s 43g Cr.p.C. for
the accused persons
Mintu Bhumij and
Kishan Gorh in
connedion with
Duliajan p.S. Case
No. 6t/2022 u/s
IPC.
37g of
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the pipes of the said Contractor from the camp of Madhuting

to Duliajan Camp and they were carrying legally entrusted
lron pipes of the said contractor. It is further stated that FIR
was lodged on suspicion without verifying the Road Challan of

the vehicle.

A perusal of the case dlary shows that alleged stolen
pipes along with Bolero Camper vehicle have been seized

from the

possession

of the accused persons' The

investigation into the case

is in

progress

for

unearthing

further details of the alleged crime. The accused persons
have been in judicial custody since 20.03.2022' As the
investigation has been going on,

I do not think it proper

and

prudent to enlarge the accused persons on bail at this stage,
as releasing them on bail at this stage may be detrimental to

the remaining investigation of the case'

In view of the above, the bail prayer for the

accused

persons Mintu Bhumij and Kishan Garh stands rejected at this
stage.

Send back the case diary along with copy of this order'

This Crl. Misc. (B) Case is accordingly disposed of'
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